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about the brand
The CloudAdvisors’ brand on a macro level amplifies qualities 
of friendliness, professionalism, approachability and trustwor-
thiness. This is showcased through elements such as inviting 
colours & photography, clean typography and modern shapes and 
gradients. All these elements uplift our core values of empow-
erment, equality, vision and being customer-focused. This guide 
details how to maintain this brand aesthetic, so all visual collat-
eral remains cohesive and in accordance with the brand vision.
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logo guidelines
When using the full logo, allow for X amount of space on 
all sides. X equates to half of the logo’s height as shown 
in the diagram.

x x

x x

x x

x x
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logo variations
The logo colours may be changed depending on the background colour to maintain 
visible contrast. On teal backgrounds, utilize white and navy blue and on navy or 
darker backgrounds, utilize white and teal. Avoid using the logo in all one colour, to 
maintain brand awareness. On stock images, a teal bubble can be used to improve 
contrast (see next page for examples).
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logo samples

If the logo is lost in the background, use a 
rounded teal box at 90% opacity.

Use white/teal logo on dark backgrounds.Normal logo is okay on light backgrounds. 
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colour palette: primary
The main colours of the CloudAdvisors’ brand are teal and navy 
blue. White is also used prominently as a text colour overtop 
teal backgrounds. Visual examples include, but are not limited to, 
backgrounds, abstract shapes, gradients, text colours and so on.

#36CFAD #1F3D59

Examples:

R: 54 R: 31C: 64 C: 93

G: 207 G: 61M: 0 M: 74

B: 173 B: 89Y: 44 Y: 42

K: 0 K: 32
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colour palette: secondary
Light teal, blue and green are used to compliment Cloud Advisors’ primary 
colours. These secondary colours serve to add variation and dimension within 
gradients amongst other graphic elements.

#6EE5C7 #00C2CC #78BF78
R: 110 R: 0 R: 120C: 48 C: 70 C: 56

G: 229 G: 194 G: 191M: 0 M: 0 M: 2

B: 199 B: 204 B: 120Y: 32 Y: 23 Y: 71

K: 0 K: 0 K: 0

Examples:
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typography: primary
Our typographic system is composed of 3 core typefaces: Nunito Sans, Co 
Text and Apparat. Nunito Sans is our primary font, with its Bold weight used 
for Headings and the Light Weight for body text. 

Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff Gg 
Hh Ii Jj Kk Ll Mm Nn 
Oo Pp Qq Rr Ss Tt Uu 
Vv Ww Xx Yy Zz 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0

Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff Gg 
Hh Ii Jj Kk Ll Mm Nn Oo 
Pp Qq Rr Ss Tt Uu Vv 
Ww Xx Yy Zz 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0

NuNito SaNS Bold NuNito SaNS light
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typography: secondary
In addition to the core fonts, Co Text and Apparat are our secondary fonts, 
used for sub headings and other short lines of text.

Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff Gg 
Hh Ii Jj Kk Ll Mm Nn 
Oo Pp Qq Rr Ss Tt Uu 
Vv Ww Xx Yy Zz 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0

a b c d e f g h i j k l m 
n o p q r s t u v w x y z 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0

co text regular apparat medium
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iconography
Regarding iconography, the style is very simple. But while maintaining the 
rounded quality from the logo and typography. Specialized icons use teal 
shapes either in full or leaving negative space in between.
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photography
When it comes to photography, the brand prioritizes photos that are warm 
in tone, have balanced demographics (multiple genders, ethnicities ages etc) 
and carry the friendly & trustworthy quality of the brand. 


